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CPSC, York International
Corporation Announce
Recall of Gas Furnaces
PRODUCT: Gas Furnaces - York
International Corporation of York Pa., has
initiated a voluntary recall to inspect and
possibly repair about 7,000 mid-efficiency
80 percent gas furnaces manufactured
between May 1, 2001 and July 16, 2001
to correct possible unsecured heat
exchanger tubes in furnaces. The
furnaces are marketed under the York,
Luxaire, and Coleman brands. York midefficiency 80 percent gas furnaces have
been installed nationwide by independent
installer and contractors. The model
families that are involved are P4HU,
P1DU, FL8B, G8D, G8T, and L8T. The
brand name, model number and serial
numbers are located inside the
removable front panels of the furnaces
The serial numbers of the suspect units
all start with the same four alpha
characters "WFKM" and "WGKM." and
the numerical sequences are as follows:

Furnace Serial Numbers

Model Number

WGKM007655WGKM007659

FL8B08016UH12

WGKM007661-WFKM007709 G8T08016UHB11
WGKM007605WGKM007619

G8D10020UHC11

WFKM003094-WFKM003143 G8T08016UHB11A
WFKM003144-WFKM003193 G8T10020UHC11A
WGKM007710WGKM007739

L8T08016UHB11

WGKM012457WGKM012506

L8T10020UHC11

WGKM018664WGKM018668

L8T11520UHC11

WGKM007620WGKM007629

P1DUC20L08001

WFKM003055-WFKM003128 P4HUB12N08001
WFKM047734-WFKM047783
WFKM020141-WFKM020240
WGKM007550WGKM007654
WGKM022174WGKM022308
WFKM003129-WFKM014912 P4HUB16N06401
WFKM031608-WFKM031822
WFKM056001-WFKM056450
WFKM068950-WFKM069349
WGKM009491WGKM009852
WGKM022833WGKM023051
WFKM016427-WFKM016526 P4HUB16L06401
WFKM031458-WFKM031607
WFKM047784-WFKM054043
WFKM063721-WFKM064395
WGKM009291-

PROBLEM: York's quality assurance and
manufacturing investigation found these
furnaces could have detached heat
exchanger tubes. A separated heat
exchanger tube could result in leakage of
flue gases, including carbon monoxide,
which could result in serious injury or death.
INCIDENTS/INJURIES: None reported.
WHAT TO DO: Consumers should stop
using these furnaces immediately and
contact York for information in determining if
the furnace is part of the recall. Consumers
should call York toll-free at (877) 874-7378
between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. ET,
Monday through Friday, to get information
on scheduling a free inspection and repair.
All installed furnaces will be inspected and
furnaces with improperly fabricated heat
exchanger tubes will be replaced at no cost
to the consumer. York has notified the
furnace distributors to contact consumers
directly about the recall.
Send the link for this page to a friend! The
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission
is charged with protecting the public from
unreasonable risks of serious injury or death
from more than 15,000 types of consumer
products under the agency's jurisdiction.
Deaths, injuries and property damage from
consumer product incidents cost the nation
more than $700 billion annually. The CPSC
is committed to protecting consumers and
families from products that pose a fire,
electrical, chemical, or mechanical hazard
or can injure children. The CPSC's work to
ensure the safety of consumer products such as toys, cribs, power tools, cigarette
lighters, and household chemicals contributed significantly to the 30 percent
decline in the rate of deaths and injuries
associated with consumer products over the
past 30 years.
To report a dangerous product or a productrelated injury, call CPSC's hotline
at (800)
--638-2772 or CPSC's teletypewriter at (800)
638-8270, or visit CPSC's web site at
www.cpsc.gov/talk.html. To join a CPSC
email subscription list, please go to
www.cpsc.gov/cpsclist.asp. Consumers can
obtain this release and recall information at
CPSC's Web site at www.cpsc.gov.

WGKM009490
WGKM022319WGKM022831
WFKM020241-WFKM020290 P4HUC20N06401
WFKM031824-WFKM031872
WFKM020291-WFKM020365 P4HUC20L08001
WFKM031873-WFKM032032
WGKM018256WGKM018455
WGKM031478WGKM031877
WFKM020366-WFKM020465 P4HUC20N09201
WFKM063106-WFKM063195
WGKM018669WGKM018738
WFKM032033-WFKM032107 P4HUC20N08001
WGKM018466WGKM018663
WFKM032108-WFKM032157 P4HUC16N09201
WGKM012322WGKM012406
WGKM012000WGKM012104
WGKM030646WGKM030722

P4HUB16L08001

WGKM012105WGKM012321

P4HUB16N08001

WGKM018739WGKM018913

P4HUC20N09201

WGKM030726WGKM030923

P4HUB16N09201

